Patri Score
Data-Backed Qualification Software
Powering Improved Win Rates
The Future of Qualiﬁcation
Patri Score is an innovative
SaaS solution powering
data-backed qualiﬁcation,
intelligent resource
investments, and improved
win rates for top companies in
multiple countries. Providing
opportunity intelligence for
complex industries, Patri Score
helps companies understand
the quality of their bid and
proposal opportunities, decide
on opportunity pursuit, and
communicate it to their teams.

Intelligent Qualiﬁcation
Understand the strength of upcoming bids
and proposals with data-backed qualiﬁcation
assessments that help you focus on the
highest-value opportunities.

Align the Team
A single source of truth for all qualification
evaluations and decisions, Patri Score
formalizes your qualiﬁcation and go/no-go
decision processes.

Quantify Capture
Visualize the health of opportunities in your
pipeline and quantify the value of time and
money saved with Patri’s Analytic Dashboard.

Customize Fully
Customize Patri Score’s data-backed qualification
assessments to reflect the particular needs of
your company or industry.

3x Win Percentage | 3X Revenue Captured | 35k Hours Saved

Powered by the Leader
in Opportunity Intelligence
Data-Backed Assessments
Patri Score’s qualification assessments
are backed by data-science to optimize
your win percentage. Beneﬁt from
qualification scores informed by
proposals from top companies across
multiple industries.
Platform for Opportunity Intelligence
Explore your company’s bid and proposal
history. Understand what common
factors led to success or failure. Update
Patri Score with what you ﬁnd to
improve qualification moving forward.

“ARR [Annually Recurring Revenue] generated from RFPs was pretty low. Since adopting
Patri, ARR has gone way up because we’re smarter and more focused around a singular
strategy and cutting out the noise.”
David Jones
RFP Program Manager, OpenGov

About Patri
Patri empowers companies to win smarter in complex
industries through data-powered solutions and expert services.
Patri delivers opportunity intelligence, enabling proposal,
sales, capture, SE, and revenue ops teams to pursue the right
opportunities, while avoiding the wrong ones, driving increased
efficiency and win rates.
For more information visit gopatri.com
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